Newsletter - April 2019

Chair’s Message
This is my first report as Chair of NZSOLD. Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude to Rebecca Knott for the work
she has done as Chair for the previous two years. Rebecca has worked exceptionally hard and has been a highly
effective leader of NZSOLD. Rebecca will remain on the Management Committee for the next 12 months as immediate
past Chair.
Dan Forster has been elected as Vice Chair. Dan works with Dam Safety Intelligence in Wellington. He has been a
member of the Management Committee since 2017 and before that Chair of the Young Professionals Group for several
years. Dan brings lots of enthusiasm and energy.
The present focus of the Management Committee is the NZSOLD/ANCOLD 2019 conference to be held in Auckland on
9-11 October. The combined NZSOLD/ANCOLD conference is held in New Zealand every 6 years. The last time was at
Rotorua in 2013. It is a large conference and we expect participants from several countries. The conference is two
days with a one-day workshop preceding and a tour following. The keynote speaker is Michael Rogers who is the
current ICOLD President. The call for abstracts has just closed. We have been overwhelmed with the response and
unfortunately there will be some papers that will not be able to be presented. It should be a great event with a
combination of excellent papers and social events. We encourage all members to attend.
Dam Safety Regulations
In the December Newsletter it was noted that work on reviving a Dam Safety Scheme is under consideration. It is
intended that a Proposed Regulatory Framework for Dam Safety will move back to the Building Act 2004. This is where
it was before. However, it was never given effect because the supporting Building (Dam Safety) Regulations 2008 were
revoked on 30 June 2015. It was then proposed that post-construction dam safety would sit under the Resource
Management Act, as a National Environmental Standard. The proposal to revive the Dam Safety Scheme in the Building
Act is supported by NZSOLD. MBIE has been working on developing a dam safety discussion document. A Technical
Working Group met on Friday 9 November 2018. It included representation from NZSOLD and the dam industry. In
January Dan Forster and I met with MBIE to assist with technical aspects in the discussion document. NZSOLD sent a
letter to the Minister for Building and Construction (Hon Jenny Salesa) dated 27 March 2019 in support of the
government’s willingness to consider implementation of a dam safety regulation. The letter provided some background
information on dam safety and offered to meet with her. A copy of the letter has been posted to the NZSOLD website.
A recent update on the process has been provided by MBIE:
•

Because there is already a framework for dam safety regulation in the Building Act, MBIE expects that any
new regulations would be based on the direction this Act provides.

•
•

MBIE has been requested to prepare a draft dam safety discussion paper, with input from a Technical Working
Group (TWG). NZSOLD is a participant on this group. MBIE has worked to incorporate this group’s feedback.
Any proposed new regulations would be based on internationally reviewed dam safety guidelines. MBIE wants
to ensure that dam safety regulation is fit for purpose and in line with internationally recognised good
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•

•

practice.
The TWG has been helping MBIE on what good practice would look like. The primary objective is to develop
an approach to dam safety that will protect people, property and the environment from the potential impacts
of dam failure.
MBIE is hoping to receive direction from Ministers in May on the next steps, including if to proceed to public
consultation. NZSOLD will be informed as soon as possible after that.

Depending on direction, owners of large dams, regulators and anyone with an interest in dam safety would be given
the opportunity for a say on proposed dam safety regulations during the consultation period.
River Managers Forum
Rebecca Knott and I met with Graeme Campbell and Ramon Strong from the River Managers Forum (RMF) on 20
February. NZSOLD and RMF have mutual interests in levees (stop banks) and are keen to build a closer relationship.
Discussion covered areas of focus for the RMF, potential for collaboration with Young Professionals for Week of
Engineering, sharing of information on the NZSOLD/ANCOLD conference which includes levees and support for
representation on the ICOLD sub-committee on Levees and flood control structures. RMF have been invited to our next
Management Committee meeting.

Trevor Matuschka
Chair – NZSOLD
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Earth Dam researcher wins Ivan Skinner prize: Congratulations to
Dr Kaley Crawford-Flett
Dr Kaley Crawford-Flett has been awarded the 2019 Ivan Skinner Award by the Earthquake Commission and New
Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering for excellence in earthquake engineering research.
The award was presented at the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering’s annual conference today and
recognises Dr Crawford-Flett’s work on dam engineering, in particular the performance of New Zealand embankment
dams in regard to seismic events.
EQC Director Resilience, Dr Hugh Cowan said that Dr Crawford-Flett has made an excellent contribution to earthquake
engineering knowledge and she works in an area with considerable potential for further advances.
“Kaley’s work is highly collaborative and strengthened already unique linkages between researchers and industry in a
field where few others were practicing.
“New Zealand presented particular challenges for embankment dam management that were not necessarily
understood internationally. This included the variability of soil types and the highly tectonic environment in which the
dams are located.
“Earth or rockfill dams accounted for at least 75 per cent of all dams in New Zealand. Most of these embankment
structures were designed at least 40 years ago before the evolution of current engineering design standards.
“This Award will allow Kaley to broaden her world leading research and allow her to put time into writing, publishing
and presenting her work internationally.”
The Ivan Skinner Award is made each year in support of research that helps reduce the impact of earthquakes on
people and property.
Dr Crawford-Flett works as a geotechnical researcher at the University of Canterbury Quake Centre, where she leads
academic and industry research on the seismic behaviour of earthfill dam materials.
She is also a MBIE-appointed member of the Technical Working Group for proposed New Zealand Dam Safety
regulation and is a reviewer for several academic journals. Her unique combination of skills and applied knowledge
make her a valuable addition to NZ’s research community.

Photo caption: Dr Kaley Crawford-Flett (on left of photo) being presented with the 2019 Ivan Skinner
Award by EQC Commissioner Dr Erica Seville
The EQC press release is here https://www.eqc.govt.nz/news/earth-dam-researcher-wins-2019-ivan-skinner-award
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Request for data on NZ dam failures and incidents
NZSOLD have received a request from the ICOLD Technical Committee T: Prospective and New Challenge for Dams and
Reservoirs in the 21st Century. That committee is preparing a special bulletin devoted to Small dams (following the
ICOLD definition: H ≤ 15m and V ≤ 3hm 3). Mr M.Ho Ta Khanh from Vietnam is the lead author of this bulletin. This
bulletin will include an Annex devoted to small dam incidents and failures, and NZSOLD has been requested to collect
and pass on any data we have on significant incidents and partial or complete failures of smaller dams whether
embankment, concrete, masonry or other types. The coverage is taken to include canal embankments and levees/
stopbanks, with tailings dams as relevant
The purpose of ICOLD’s research is to assist with improving small dam safety world-wide, particularly in developing
countries. NZSOLD also see value for the dam industry in New Zealand to collect and share information on incidents
and failures for our full range of dams and levees so we can all learn from these events.
We will shortly be requesting Regional Council representatives, a selection of dam owners and Consultants to provide
data on a standard spreadsheet provided by ICOLD. We would welcome information from any NZSOLD member - if you
have information you are able to share please contact John Duder or David Bouma by email and we will send you a
copy of the ICOLD spreadsheet.
The four general categories of data, with appropriate sub-categories, are:
•
•
•

Type of dam and main features
Spillway characteristics
Causes and degree of failure

Damage to dam and downstream
Specific identification of individual dams is not mandatory but would be useful where the event was well publicised
and / or documented.
A parallel project is getting underway regarding the NZ levee network under the direction of Kaley Crawford–Flett of
the Quake Centre and Canterbury University.
Liaison will be maintained with Kaley to avoid unnecessary duplication of effor by participants wherever possible.
We hope that participating organisations and NZSOLD members will give reasonably prompt attention to this request
so that an interim report can be presented to the next ICOLD meeting in Ottawa in June 2019. There is likely to be
some duplication, or even differences in data provided. NZSOLD will undertake to resolve these wherever possible
with the relevant sources.
It is intended that the final results will be made available to all participants and NZSOLD members
Looking forward to your cooperation.
John Duder and David Bouma
Contact us at jduder@tonkintaylor.co.nz or dbouma@tonkintaylor.co.nz

Request for feedback on the building consent process for dams
NZSOLD, with assistance from Engineering NZ, will be issuing a survey in the next few days to selected members and
other people who have been involved in the Building Consent process for dams in recent years. The survey is intended
to collect information on the issues that stakeholders in the Building Consent Process (initial Application, construction
and Code of Compliance Certification stages) have faced, so that ways to improve the process can be identified. The
outcome will be discussed further after the results of this survey are analysed but could be in the form of a guidance
document or practice note.
All members that have been directly involved in the Building Consent process are welcome to participate. If you have
not been emailed directly, and would like to participate, please follow the link below to complete the survey. The
survey closes on 30 April, and results will be discussed at the next NZSOLD Management Committee meeting in May.
Take the survey here
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NZSOLD Fellows
We are proud to announce and congratulate three of our members who have just been elected as Fellows of
Engineering New Zealand at an awards ceremony held on 29 March in Wellington. They are:
•

Rebecca Knott (General Manager Dam Safety Intelligence and immediate past-Chair of NZSOLD). Rebecca Knott
is a civil engineer with a Masters from the London School of Economics who has been part of the dam industry for
22 years. She was the first woman on the committee of the New Zealand Society on Large Dams and was its first
female Chair. Rebecca is the founding General Manager of Dam Safety Intelligence, a subsidiary of Meridian
Energy. She’s also a member of the Chartered Professional Engineers’ Council, represents New Zealand at the
International Commission on Large Dams and is part of the Government’s Technical Working Group for Dam
Safety.

•

Peter Amos (past-Chair of NZSOLD). Peter Amos is Managing Director of Damwatch Engineering and has an
international reputation in dam engineering and dam safety. Peter has served as Chair of the New Zealand
Society of Large Dams. He is also a New Zealand representative on the International Commission on Large Dams.
As well as delivering innovative projects in New Zealand, Peter has led expansion of his firm's international client
base, bringing international experience back to New Zealand. He has also built dam safety capacity in developing
countries on behalf of the New Zealand Government and World Bank.

•

David Bouma (Consulting Engineer and Member of NZSOLD Management Committee). David has 31 years'
experience in water resources, civil and environmental engineering projects in New Zealand, South East Asia, the
Pacific and Africa. He has made a significant contribution to Tonkin + Taylor and its clients through his project
work and various management and leadership roles. He has served on the management committee of the New
Zealand Society of Large Dams for eight years and has recently been elected as a member of the International
Commission on Large Dams Technical Committee on Levees.

Rebecca, David and Peter have all contributed significantly to the dam industry in New Zealand and to the NZSOLD
organisation and are thoroughly deserving of recognition as Fellows of ENZ. Fellows are Engineering New Zealand
Members who are recognised for their significant contribution to the engineering profession.

David, Rebecca and Peter with valued support from Wal McQuarrie
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NZSOLD ANCOLD 2019 Combined Conference – 9-12 October 2019, Auckland
Planning and organising for our combined conference in October are progressing well. The call for abstracts recently
closed and the team was thrilled with the quality and quantity of abstracts received. Registrations are also coming in.
Early Bird Fees are available until 15 May 2019 so get in quick to register.
It’s going to be a high-quality event and a great chance to combine and catch up with our Australian friends and
colleagues from ANCOLD. We’ve confirmed keynote speakers, including Mike Rogers, President of ICOLD.
Check out the full event details and promotional video on the conference website.
Pre-Conference Workshop (9 Oct) – “Resilient Dams and Levees in an Earthquake Environment”
Conference (10-11 Oct) – “Resilient Dams and Levees for Resilient Communities”
Post-Conference Tour (12 Oct) – Auckland dams technical tour and dinner

Young Professionals Group
New Co-Chair
I am honoured and excited to be taking on the role of co-chair of the NZSOLD Young Professionals Group and looking forward to
working alongside fellow co-chair Cameron Paintin. Franceska Strano, the previous co-chair, is returning to Australia, and I would
like to acknowledge her contribution to the NZSOLD YPG.
For those of you that do not know me, I am a Water Resources Engineer with Tonkin + Taylor in Auckland. I am fascinated by dams
and have been specialising in dam design and dam safety and coordinating multi-disciplinary projects for the last 13 years. I have
worked mainly in New Zealand, but also in Australia, Malaysia and the Philippines on flood management, stormwater, irrigation,
water supply and hydroelectric projects.
I have been part of the NZSOLD YPG since its beginning and have been delighted to watch the group grow since that time. I am
keen for this positive trajectory to continue. If you see me at events, please don’t hesitate to approach. I am always open to ideas
and keen to talk about how we can foster expertise and skills.
Dewi Knappstein
Co-chair NZSOLD Young Professionals Group

Next upcoming event
The next upcoming event for the Young Professionals Group is the NZSOLD ANCOLD 2019 Combined Conference
between the 9 and 12 October 2019. The YPG of New Zealand and Australia will be hosting the Welcome Function on
the evening of Wednesday 9 October. This will be a fun evening of drinks, nibbles, networking and dam-related trivia
with a Dam Pub Quiz at the stunning Harbourside Ocean Bar Grill overlooking the Auckland CBD waterfront.
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Event report - YPG - Wellington Field Trip
They say you can’t beat Wellington on a good day… but as Young Professionals descended on the capital, a southerly
front sweeping rain up the South Island met a northerly high-pressure zone and ground to a halt above Wellington. The
heavens opened, the cricket was cancelled, but the YPs soldiered on.
We all met in the Meridian / Dam Safety Intelligence (DSI) office on the Wellington waterfront at 9, and after a brief
introduction by Cameron Paintin on the plan for the day and health and safety (it was wet so beware slips, trips and
falls), Dan Forster of DSI launched into a presentation on the history of the dams we were to be visiting that day. The
Korokoro and Woollen Mills dams were the first concrete gravity dams built in New Zealand, and the inspiration for
larger concrete gravity dams built around the country. The Woollen Mills dam supplied pressurised water to the
Woollen Manufacturing Company in Petone. We also learnt about the Birchville Dam in Upper Hutt which was a
concrete arch dam that had undergone recent upgrades to replace dewatering valves for reservoir drawdown. All
three dams are operated by the Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC), who have place high priority in dam
safety, public safety and infrastructure resilience. These dams offer no financial production, water supply or flood
retention but hold significant public amenity and heritage value.

At 10, the bus turned up with the friendly bus driver Barry (or Baz), and we headed off to Korokoro Dam carpark. The
GWRC park rangers (Bronek Kazmierow, Jeremy Paterson, and Steven Fargher) came aboard to brief the group before
we donned our wet weather gear and began the 20 minute walk to Korokoro Dam. At the dam we went upstream to
the reservoir, and then downstream to observe the beautiful stepped spillway. One of the few benefits of the
downpour was to see the spillway operating in full force!
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We then continued the trek down the Korokoro River valley for 40 minutes to Woollen Mills Dam. This was the heaviest
rainfall for the day and listening to the park rangers tell stories of the flooding when the valley was flooded from bank
to bank wasn’t too reassuring. At the Woollen Mills dam we saw the repairs to the dam foundation and spillway, the
new fish passage, and the steep abutment overhanging the spillway where rocks had previously broken off and
damaged it. It was a difficult site to access and would have been a logistical challenge when undertaking repairs.

We met the bus at the bottom of the valley at the site of the previous Woollen Manufacturing Company and decided
to skip seeing Birchville Dam, as everyone was soaking wet. Instead we moved on to the next item on the programme,
the visit to Brewtown in Upper Hutt and the Boneface Brewery. There was some tenuous link between water supply
dams, brewing, and beer, but it was more a great opportunity to drip dry, warm up, and have a chat to our fellow
YPs. After a couple of hours, we boarded the bus again to take us back to Wellington City and the airport.
I’d like to thank everyone who attended the trip despite the bad weather and thank the NZSOLD Management
Committee for funding the transport and DSI for funding the lunch and providing the meeting room. Also, thanks to
Dan Forster for putting together the presentation and Bronek and the two Jeremys of GWRC for taking the time out of
their day to show us around their dams.
Cheers,
Cameron Paintin
NZSOLD YPG Co-Chair
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Upcoming Events
WORLD HYDROPOWER CONGRESS PARIS 14- 16 MAY 2019
International Hydropower Association
http://congress.hydropower.org/

ICOLD 87TH ANNUAL MEETING
8 -14 June 2018, Ottawa (Canada)
The Canadian Dam Association is honoured to be hosting the International
Commission on Large Dams' 2019 Annual Meeting June 8-14, 2019 in our
nation's capital Ottawa.
Theme: Sustainable and Safe Dams around the World
https://www.cda.ca/ICOLD_2019/ICOLD_2019_Home.aspx

NZSOLD/ANCOLD CONFERENCE 2019
Auckland 9-11 October 2019

Visit the conference website to read more.

Poster Competition 2019
The NZSOLD Management Committee is delighted to announce the results of the inaugural 2018/19 poster
competition.
The winner in the Young Professional category was Dr Daniel Blake, Post Doctoral Fellow at the University of
Canterbury, with a poster titled: New Zealand Inventory of Stopbanks (NZIS) and Use to Assess Natural Hazard
Exposure.
In the student category, the winner was Ross Waters, Master of Engineering (ME, Civil) student at the University of
Canterbury with a poster titled: Hydraulic Fracturing through Widely Graded Dam Core. The runner up in the student
category was Thomas Wooding, student in the Professional Masters in Engineering Geology (PMEG) Programme at the
University of Canterbury, with a poster titled: A multi-form hazard assessment of a reinstated dam access way.
Winners of the two categories were each awarded $1000 for their efforts, while the runner-up recieved $500. We
hope to see many more entries next year, particularly in the Young Professional category.
All entries were of a high quality, with relevant themes able to pique interest and promote discussion. The judging
panel thank all the applicants and look forward to growth of the competition in future years.
The posters will be soon made available to view on the NZSOLD website and will be displayed at the upcoming
combined NZSOLD/ANCOLD conference in Auckland from 9-11 October.
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ICOLD News
The President of ICOLD, Michael Rogers will be attending our 2019 conference and giving a keynote address.

ICOLD BULLETINS
NZSOLD Members are reminded that you are able to access and download free digital versions of ICOLD Bulletins from
the ICOLD website. You need to create a user account on the ICOLD website and use the NZSOLD National Committee
Code to be given access. Please contact one of the NZSOLD management committee for the code. This is one of the
useful benefits from your annual subscription.

News from the ICOLD Technical Committees:

COMMITTEE T: PROSPECTIVE AND NEW CHALLENGES FOR DAMS AND RESERVOIRS IN THE 21ST
CENTURY
Refer request above for data relating to dam failure and safety incidents. John Duder and David Bouma are
coordinating a request from from Mr M Ho Ta Khahn of Vietnam (VNCOLD).

COMMITTEE B: SEISMIC ASPECTS OF DAM DESIGN - TREVOR MATUSCHKA
The terms of reference for the ICOLD Technical Committee on Seismic Aspects of Dam Design for 2017-2020 are:
1. Seismic design aspects of CFRD dams, dams with asphalt core, and dams with other types of liners and internal
membranes;
2. Review of nonlinear seismic analysis procedures for concrete and embankment dams (in cooperation with
committee on computational aspects of analysis and design of dams);
3. Interpretation of seismic data obtained from dams;
4. Dissemination of information on (i) seismic safety of existing dams, (ii) the updated design criteria for large dam
projects, and (iii) the multiple hazards caused by strong earthquakes.
Work on these issues is continuing by individual members of the committee. NZSOLD is contributing by running a
workshop at the 2019 NZSOLD/ANCOLD conference on Resilient Dams in an Earthquake Environment.
The ICOLD Technical Committee on Seismic Aspects of Dam Design has submitted a question for consideration at the
next ICOLD Congress to be held in Marseilles in 2021. It is copied below.

Q: Earthquake performance and safety of large storage dams and hydropower plants

(i) Behaviour of dams during past earthquakes; field measurements, data interpretation, back analyses,
and laboratory tests
(ii) Importance of multiple features of earthquake hazard (ground shaking, fault movements, mass
movements and others) and reservoir triggered seismicity in the design and safety assessment of large
storage dams
(iii) Seismic design and performance criteria for dams, safety-critical elements and
appurtenant structures
(iv) Earthquake safety evaluation of existing dams and safety-critical elements (spillways, low level
outlets)

ICOLD will need to review all submitted questions and decide which will be accepted. By way of explanation questions
are the topics that are accepted for consideration at the Congress. NZSOLD has sent a letter of support.
NZSOLD believe that the seismic performance of dam safety critical electrical and mechanical equipment is a topic
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that is worthy of consideration by the ICOLD Technical Committee on Seismic Aspects of Dam Design. It is intended to
raise this for discussion at the next ICOLD meeting in June 2019.

COMMITTEE LE: LEVEES - DAVID BOUMA
The vice-chair of this committee will be giving a keynote address at the October joint ANCOLD / NZSOLD conference
in Auckland in October.
There is no particular news from the following sub-committees that we are represented on. Our representatives are
working on these committees towards various ICOLD Bulletins.

COMMITTEE G: ENVIRONMENT - PETER AMOS
COMMITTEE I: PUBLIC SAFETY AROUND DAMS - PETER LILLEY
COMMITTEE N: PUBLIC AWARENESS AND EDUCATION - PETER MULVIHILL
For further news, see ICOLD newsletters.

Articles:
Some dam related articles in the new recently:

More water storage needed — HortNZ
Published in Rural News, 4 April, by Pam Tipa
The lesson out of the drought this year is that water storage is critical for the prosperity of New Zealand pastoral
farms or fruit and vegetable businesses, says Horticulture NZ chief executive Mike Chapman.
The trucking of water to the Waimea Plains this summer is a prime example, he told Rural News.
“The Waimea dam is now in progress, but that will take two or three years, perhaps four,” he said.
“We should be looking at water storage across the country -- small and big schemes. We should be enabling our
farmers and growers to store water on their farms a lot easier.
“There is a myriad of resource consents and engineers’ reports to go through to get your storage in place and as a
country the one thing we have lots of is water. [But] we don’t capture it when we can to use when we haven’t got it
coming. “We need to be a lot smarter.”
Some people are concerned that storage might have environmentally bad outcomes, he says.
“But water storage enables you to have healthy rivers and healthy food; it enables streams and rivers to keep
reasonable flow during dry periods.
Read the full article here.

A new dam dawns: Hawke's Bay council eyes proposal for river after Ruataniwha
dam quashed
Published in NZHerald / Hawkes Bay Today, 27 February by Laura Wiltshire
The Central Hawke's Bay District Council is eyeing a proposal for a new dam on the same river farmers tried to build
the now-doomed Ruataniwha dam.
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A proposal being put to council as part of their draft annual plan on Thursday is to give $250,000 of ratepayer money
to Water Holdings CHB Limited, to start feasibility work into a new dam to store water in the Makaroro River.
Water Holdings CHB owns the intellectual property associated with the Ruataniwha scheme, along with the consents
to build the dam.
Water Holdings CHB shareholder and former CHB Mayor Tim Gilbertson said it was still early days.
He said he felt the community had evolved since the discussions around the Ruataniwha dam.
Two or three years ago people seemed to think everything was "tickety boo" but there had now been a fundamental
change in people's attitude towards water storage, Gilbertson said.
He said he anticipated there would be some "politically-motivated" opposition.
CHBDC chief executive Monique Davidson said council was considering the adoption of the draft annual plan, which
would then go out for community consultation.
"That's a really critical step - that council has said we recognise that water security is a massive challenge for this
community, but we want to have a community conversation, and we want to hear back from the community before
we make a decision."
She said while there was a significant history in regards to the Ruataniwha water storage scheme, this was not the
same scheme.
Read the full article here.

South Canterbury's Opuha Dam an example for the country
Published by Stuff.co.nz February 22nd, by Joanne Holden
Opuha Dam is a water storage "success story" National MPs would like to see adopted around the country.
The 20-year-old dam was the first stop on Friday for National's Primary Industries Caucus Committee - hosted by
Rangitata MP Andrew Falloon - as they toured Mid and South Canterbury's primary industry spots.
On the trip were MPs Nathan Guy, Jacqui Dean, Matt King, Hamish Walker, and List MP Maureen Pugh, who also visited
Heartland Potato Chips in Washdyke, the Managed Aquifer Recharge in Hinds, and spoke to South Canterbury
community members about the future of primary industries.
Falloon felt it was important to bring as many of his colleagues to the area as possible to show its unique challenges.
Guy - party spokesman for agriculture, biosecurity, and food safety - said the dam had given South Canterbury's
economy a boost.
"It's a success story. It's allowed farms to produce food through the dry summer months and has created hundreds of
jobs for the area," he said.
Read the full article here.

Interesting Links
The following links may be useful or interesting to members. We intend to add these to our website. Please let David
Bouma know of any other links that you think may be useful to other members.
ICOLD

http://www.icold-cigb.net/GB/icold/icold.asp

British Dam Society

http://britishdams.org/default.asp

ANCOLD

https://www.ancold.org.au/

US Society on Dams

https://www.ussdams.org/

Hydroreview

http://www.hydroworld.com/index.html

Waterpower Magazine

http://www.waterpowermagazine.com/
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